
 
 
 
 
 
 
Its Vegas baby… and it’s the city that never sleeps, Vegas is taboo, hot, sexy and you won’t leave without 
being seduced by the nick-name… Sin City!!! 
 
I’m releasing a “Top 5 things to do in Las Vegas besides gambling” when you visit… 
Las Vegas has grown to be the dream in the desert that will allow you to be yourself, or something you 
can’t be at home. When mentioning Vegas, most people would think of gambling, star studded shows or 
some dark fantasy. Vegas is all of that, and a lot more!!! In the last 5 years, Vegas added several new 
attractions to its already fun-filled entertainment portfolio, and a lot of it is family orientated activities, 
or activities that groups or couples can enjoy.  I will show you five Vegas entertainment to-dos in the Sin 
City… 
 
1st Groups or couples can enjoy this Vegas attraction… or, you can do this adventure solo and still take 
pleasure in saying that you experienced the world’s tallest Ferris wheel, the High Roller. The High Roller 
is located at the LINQ, which is right across the street from Ballys Hotel on South Las Vegas Blvd. The 
High Roller is 550 feet tall (Tallest Ferris in the World) , and opened March 2014. The High Roller takes 
an average of 30 minutes to fulfill a complete trip. Each glass enclosed cabin can hold 40 people, and its 
28 cabins in all...  
  

 

The High Roller offers several activities while you, or your group enjoys the 30 minute ride. Some of the 
activities available are, The Chocolate Experience, you can sip Red or White Wines, and snack on Ethel M 
Chocolates. Hold a private event with your own bartender, Yoga is available, and you can even get 
married on the High Roller…  To make reservations to enjoy the High Roller you can email 
HighRollerCustomerCare@Caesars.com or 702.322.0598…  
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2nd Look the look in Vegas while you drive an exotic car from Diplomat Exotic Rentals… Diplomat Exotic 
Rentals is located at 2535 S. Las Vegas Blvd (Main Office), with a satellite office in the SLS Hotel. 
Diplomat Exotic Rentals motto is “Lease The Life”, which is a great way to experience the Vegas Strip, or 
ride to the Grand Canyon. Diplomat offers 24 hour rentals, out of state rental privileges, and one way 
rentals. It also is the highest rated exotic car rental facility in Vegas (5 Stars). 
http://diplomatrentals.com/ 

 
3rd One of the newest attractions in Vegas is the Top Golf located behind the MGM at 4627 Koval Lane. This 
Top Golf is an amazing property, offering its visitors multiple levels, a VIP on the 5th floor that includes a 

concert venue that can accommodate up to 900 guest, and several 
large flat screen TV’s (Great spot to watch the fight or the big game). 
To my knowledge, this is the only Top Golf with two pools, the upper 
pool overlooks the larger pool, and makes for a great happy hour get 
together. Top Golf Vegas includes 108 climate controlled hitting bays, 
large & small private areas for meetings and events, TV screens 
everywhere, especially by the 5 bar spread throughout each of the 5 
levels. VIP cabanas and private suites can be rented for a more 
personal setting with friends or business associates. Four Gi-Norm-Mis 
flat screens cover the back wall, so you will never miss, any of the 
game action while you relax, or swing away from your hitting bay. Top 

Golf Vegas has everything you need, for a great time while swinging the stick and sipping drinks… 
www.topgolf.com/us/las-vegas/ 
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4th Machine Gun Vegas (MGV) is probably the best way to live out your firearm fetish while in Vegas. The 
slogan at MGV is, “We’re not your papa’s shooting range” is most accurate. MGV is a completely stocked 
machine gun range with various modern machine guns & assault rifles. They also have video games for the 
not so ready to fire a weapon type people. MGV property at 3501 Aldebaran Ave, is a 18 and older range, 
they do accommodate minors, just call ahead and get the 
specifics. The MGV’s plush and premium lounge offers a 10,000 
sqft. indoor compound, 10 shooting lanes (Totally safe & 
secure). You can also get the VIP experience in the 2 private firing 
lanes that have their own private entrances and refreshments. MGV 
provides online reservations, with gun package purchasing, and don’t worry about transportation, MGV will 
provide free transportation to and from your hotel. Visit MGV at https://machinegunsvegas.com/ for more 
information, and to checkout their assortment of live fire packages for indoor and outdoor shooting.  

 
 
5th Lets go to the museums in Vegas… yeap… Vegas has some pretty kool museums… not like the Smithsonian 
(lol)…  probably a lil-bit more around things that people don’t really care to marvel at when they see or hear 
certain words like “Mob”, or “Neon”. The Mob Museum located at 300 Stewart Ave. in Vegas is the classic 
place to learn about the Mob in America. Interactive presentations, audio tours and scavenger hunts are just 
a few of the activities that you can do at the Mob Museum. Private events can be booked at the Mob 
Museum, so yes you can get married there.  
The Neon Museum is located at 770 N. Las Vegas Blvd. A one of kind, 2 acre museum, with over 200 sign (7 of 
them restored), you can roam this bone yard with your guided tour, observing classic neon signs that covered 
the old Las Vegas. The Neon Museum has a day and night tour, you can book an event there and take a photo 
shoot in the bone yard. Visit the Neon Museum website for booking information and specific details about 
taking a tour.  
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